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Abstract
Let F be the class of finite groups which contain nonconjugate Carter subgroups and
assume thatF is nonempty. Then it has been shown that a member of F , of minimal order,
should be an almost simple group A. In this paper, using CFSG, we restrict the possibilities
for such A: in particular we show that A cannot be simple, except possibly when it is a
unitary group.
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We recall that a subgroup of a finite group is called a Carter subgroup if it
is nilpotent and self-normalizing. By a well-known result, any finite solvable
group contains exactly one conjugacy class of Carter subgroups (cf. [2]), and
it is reasonable to conjecture that a finite group contains at most one conjugacy
class of Carter subgroups. The evidence for this conjecture is based on extensive
investigation, by several authors, of classes of finite groups which are close to be
simple. In particular it has been shown that the conjecture holds for the symmetric
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Table 1
Soc(A)=K Conditions for A
alternating, sporadic; none
A1(rt ), B	(rt ), C	(rt ), even if r = 3;
2B2(22n+1), G2(rt ), F4(rt ), 2F4(22n+1);




2t ), A/(A ∩ K̂) a 2 − group
t even if r = 3 and, if K =D4(rt ), or
|(Field(K)∩A) : (K̂ ∩A)|2′ > 1 |K̂ : (A∩ K̂)| 2
B	(3t ), C	(3t ), D2	(3t ), 3D4(33t ), 2D2	(32t ), A=K
D2	+1(rt ), 2D2	+1(r2t ), 2G2(32n+1),
E6(rt ), 2E6(r2t ), E7(3t ), E8(3t ), E8(5t )
A	(r
t ), 2A	(r2t ), 	 > 1 K A K̂ , A= K̂
and alternating groups (cf. [10]) and, denoting by rt a power of a prime r , for any
groupA such that SLn(rt )AGLn(rt ) (cf. [11,20]), for the symplectic groups
Sp2n(rt ), the full unitary groups GUn(r2t ) and, when r is odd, the full orthogonal
groups GO±n (rt ) (cf. [12]). Also some of the sporadic simple groups were
investigated (cf. [8], for example). In the nonsoluble cases, when Carter subgroups
exist, they always turn out to be the normalizers of Sylow-2 subgroups. Actually,
if the conjecture holds, every element z of the center of a Carter subgroup of
a group A is not conjugate, in A, to any of its powers zk = z. And this fact,
in most simple groups K = PSLn(rt ) and K = PSUn(r2t ), would force Carter
subgroups to be 2-groups, as made clear in this paper. By contrast, there are almost
simple groups possessing Carter subgroups which are not Sylow-2 normalizers:
an example is PΣL2(33) in which a Sylow 3-subgroup is self-normalizing.
In this paper we provide further evidence to the conjecture of conjugacy of
Carter subgroups. Our starting point is the result, proved in [9], that a smallest
counterexample to the conjecture should be an almost-simple group A such that
A/Soc(A) is nilpotent. Using CFSG to analyze the simple socle K = Soc(A),
we end up with a list of almost simple groups A, which cannot be minimal coun-
terexamples to the conjecture (cf. Theorem 3.5). The list is summarized in Table 1,
where K̂ stands for the inner-diagonal automorphism group of K and Field(K)
for the subgroup of Aut(K) generated by K̂ and the field automorphisms.
In particular A cannot be simple, except possibly when A= 2A	(r2t ). We note
that, for the groups with socle K =D4(rt ) listed in the second row of the table,
A/(A ∩ K̂) happens to be a 2-group in many instances: for example whenever
r = 2, or t is a 2-power.
2. Notations and preliminary results on conjugation
Our notation agrees with that in [15] for algebraic groups, and with that in
[3] for finite groups of Lie type. In the rest of the paper G denotes a connected
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simple algebraic group, with root system Φ =Φ(G), over an algebraically closed
field F of characteristic r > 0. For every simple group K of Lie type defined
over Frt , split or twisted, there exist G = Gad and a Frobenius map σ of G
such that K = Or ′(Gσ ), where Gσ = {x ∈ G | σ(x) = x}. The inner-diagonal
automorphism group K̂ of K coincides with Gσ . If G has root system Φ , we
say that K is of type Φ and write K = Φ(rt ). Given G = Gad as above, there
exists a simply connected group Gsc, of the same isogeny type of G, such
that G  Gsc/Z(Gsc). The centre Z(Gsc) of Gsc has order which divides the
determinant ∆ of the Cartan matrix of Φ . When Φ is of type A	, D	 and E6,
the values of ∆ are respectively 	+ 1, 4, and 3. In the remaining cases they are
1 or 2. For a more detailed survey of all these facts we refer to [6, Sections 1.11
and 1.19].
Lemma 2.1. Let s ∈G be a semisimple element of order n such that (n,∆)= 1.
Then CG(s) is connected. In particular it follows that, for any Frobenius map σ
of G, two semisimple elements s, s′ ∈Gσ are conjugate in Gσ if and only if they
are conjugate in G.
Proof. Consider Gsc such that G  Gsc/Z(Gsc) and set Z = Z(Gsc). From
(n, |Z|) = 1, it follows that there exists a preimage s of s in Gsc such that
s has order n and CGsc(s)/Z = CG(s). By [16, Theorem 2.10] we have that
CGsc(s) is connected. Since the canonical mapping from CGsc(s) to CGsc(s)/Z
is a morphism of algebraic groups, CG(s) is also connected. The last part of the
statement is a consequence of Theorem 8.5 in [16]. ✷
An important role will be played by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let K = Or ′(Gσ ) have root system Φ = A	 (	 > 1), D2	+1, E6.
Then every semisimple element of odd order s ∈ K̂ is conjugate, under K , to its
inverse.
Proof. There exists some σ -stable maximal torus T of G with s ∈ T . T is
generated by the set {hα(λ) | α ∈ Φ, λ ∈ F} and the group NG(T )/T is
isomorphic to the Weyl group W of G. If w ∈W and nw is a preimage of w under
the natural epimorphism NG(T )→W , then hα(λ)nw = hαw(λ). Now let w0 be
the unique involution of W such that w0(Φ+) = Φ− and let n0 be a preimage
of w0. Since we are assuming Φ =A	 (	 > 1), D2	+1 and E6, we have αw0 =−α
for all α ∈Φ , hence hα(λ)n0 = h−α(λ)= hα(λ)−1. We conclude that sn0 = s−1,
i.e. that s is conjugate to s−1 in G. Thus, by the previous lemma, s and s−1
are conjugate in Gσ . Finally, from Gσ = TσK , we conclude that s and s−1 are
conjugate in K . ✷
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In the above notation, assume that L✂H G, where L and H are σ -stable
and closed. Clearly σ induces an action on H/L and, if L is connected, then
(H/L)σ =Hσ/Lσ . If g ∈G and H is σ -stable, then gH is σ -stable if and only
if g−1σ(g) ∈ NG(H). In particular, when H is a connected, closed reductive
subgroup of maximal rank, which is σ -stable, setting w = g−1σ(g)H we write
gH = Hw and say that Hw is obtained from H by twisting with w. For more










x ∈W ∣∣ σ(x)wx−1 =w}. (1)
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a connected, closed reductive subgroup of G of maximal
rank. Denote by W and WC the Weyl groups of G and C, respectively, by W⊥C the
subgroup of W orthogonal to WC , and by ∆C the Dynkin diagram of C. Then:
(1) NW(WC)/(WC ×W⊥C ) AutW(∆C);
(2) NG(C)/C NW(WC)/WC .
Let K = Or ′(Gσ ) be split or one of the groups 2A	(r2t ), 2D2	+1(r2t ),
2E6(r2t ). If s ∈ K is a semisimple element such that CG(s) is connected and
NG(CG(s)) > CG(s), then NK(CK(s)) > CK(s).
Proof. Point (1) may be found in [4]. As to point (2), let T be a maximal torus of
G contained in C, so that we may assume W =NG(T )/T and WC =NC(T )/T .
All maximal tori of C are conjugate in C, since C is connected. It follows
easily that NG(C) = CNNG(T )(C). Moreover it is shown in [5, Proposition 2]
that NNG(T )(C)=NNG(T )(NC(T )). Hence,
NG(C)
C
= CNNG(T )(NC(T ))
C





Now, let K = Or ′(Gσ ) be as in the statement, and set C = CG(s). Write
σ = gf , where g is the graph automorphism of G induced by a symmetry ρ
of the Dynkin diagram of Φ = Φ(G) and f is a field automorphism. Moreover,
let τ be the isometry which extends ρ to the euclidean space R⊗Z ZΦ . If T1 is
a σ -stable torus of G which is maximally split, then for each x ∈ NG(T1)/T1,
we have σ(x) = τ x (considering NG(T1)/T1 =W1 as a group of isometries of
R ⊗Z ZΦ). Thus, if K is split, i.e. ρ = τ = 1, σ acts trivially on W1. If K is
twisted, hence of type A	, D2	+1 or E6, it is possible to show directly (and using
[22] in the case of E6) that −τ ∈W1. Thus we may twist T1 by −τ , obtaining the
σ stable torus (T1)−τ . By Eq. (1):
(NG((T1)−τ ))σ
((T1)−τ )σ
 CW1,σ (−τ )=
{
x ∈W1
∣∣ τ x(−τ )x−1 =−τ}=W1.
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Let {Xα | α ∈ Φ} be the set of T1-root subgroups and set C1 = 〈T1,Xα | α ∈
Φ(C)〉. Since Φ(C) is σ -invariant it follows that C1 is σ -stable. Moreover, since
τ (Φ(C)) = Φ(C), we have that −τ ∈ NW1(WC1). By [5, Propositions 1 and 2],
it follows that there exists (C1)−τ obtained from C1 by twisting with −τ . Up
to conjugation in K we may assume that (T1)−τ  (C1)−τ . Define T0 = T1 and
C0 = C1 if K is split, and T0 = (T1)−τ and C0 = (C1)−τ if K is twisted.
Since Φ(C) = Φ(C0), there exists g ∈ G such that gC0 = C and gT0 = T .
It follows that w˙ = g−1σ(g) ∈ NG(C0) ∩ NG(T0). So the image w of w˙ in
W0 =NG(T0)/T0 belongs to NW0(WC0).
From Gσ = TσK , it follows (NG(C))σ =NGσ (C)= TσNK(C). Hence we are







which is a subgroup of NK(CK(s))/CK(s).
Using Eq. (2) we get
(NG(C))σ
Cσ
 (NNG(T )(NC(T ))/T )σ
(NC(T )/T )σ
 NNG(T )(NC(T ))/T ∩ (NG(T )/T )σ
NC(T )/T ∩ (NG(T )/T )σ .










i.e. σ acts trivially on the finite group NG(T0)/T0. Now, if w ∈ WC0 , by [5,
Proposition 1] we may assume w = 1, T = T0, C = C0. It follows NG(T )/T =







which is nontrivial by assumption. Finally assume that w /∈ WC0 , i.e. w˙ =
g−1σ(g) /∈ C0. It follows that gw˙ = σ(g)g−1 /∈ C, i.e. gw˙T /∈ NC(T )/T . On
the other hand, gw˙ ∈ NG(C) ∩ NG(T ). Moreover, since σ acts trivially on
NG(T0)/T0, we have that σ(w˙T0) = w˙T0, i.e. σ(g)−1gσ(g)−1σ 2(g) = t0 ∈ T0.
Hence gt0 = t ∈ T and σ(g)g−1t = (gw˙)−1σ(gw˙) ∈ T . It follows that σ(gw˙T ) =
gw˙T . So, if w /∈WC0 , we conclude that gw˙T maps onto a nontrivial element of
the group
NNG(T )(NC(T ))/T ∩ (NG(T )/T )σ
NC(T )/T ∩ (NG(T )/T )σ . ✷
The rest of this section is devoted to unipotent elements in groups K of Lie
type. We say that K is defined over Frt if K =Φ(rt ) is split or if K is one of the
groups 2A	(r2t ), 2D	(r2t ), 3D4(r3t ), 2E6(r2t ).
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Lemma 2.4. Let K =Or ′(Gσ ) be defined over Frt , with r odd. If r = 3, suppose
t even. Assume further that K has root system Φ =G2,F4,E6,E7,E8 if r = 3,
and Φ = E8 if r = 5. Then every unipotent element u of order r is conjugate in
K to some power uk = u.
Proof. Under our assumptions r is good. By point (i) of [18, Theorem 1.4],
there exists a closed σ -stable subgroup A1(F) of G such that u ∈A1(F). Clearly
Or
′
((A1(F))σ ) is isomorphic either to SL2(rtm) or to PSL2(rtm), for somem> 0.






for some ζ ∈ Frtm . Under our assumptions, there exist η ∈ Frt such that 1 = η2 =











are conjugate in K . ✷
Lemma 2.5. Let u ∈K =G2(3t ) be an element of order 3. Then u is conjugate
to u−1 in K .
Proof. By [13, Proposition 6.4] there exist 9 unipotent conjugacy classes in K .
All of them may be found in Table 2, where α,β denote respectively a short and
a long fundamental root of G2, ζ is an element of F3t such that the polynomial
x3 − x + ζ is irreducible in F3t [x] and η is a nonsquare of F3t . Since |x1| = 9
Table 2
Unipotent classes in G2(q), q = 3t
Representative x |CK(x)|
x0 = 1 q6(q2 − 1)(q6 − 1)
x1 = xα(1)xβ(1) 3q2
x2 = xα(1)xβ(1)x3α+β(ζ ) 3q2
x3 = xα(1)xβ(1)x3α+β(−ζ ) 3q2
x4 = xα+β(1)x3α+β (1) 2q4
x5 = xα+β(1)x3α+β (η) 2q4
x6 = x2α+β (1) q6(q2 − 1)
x7 = x2α+β (1)x3α+2β (1) q6
x8 = x3α+2β (1) q6(q2 − 1)
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and x2 and x3 are conjugate to x1 in G2(F), we only need to verify that






for each α,β ∈Φ (cf. [3, p. 100]), we get:
x
hα(−1)
6 = x−16 , x
hβ(−1)
8 = x−18 , x
hβ(−1)
4 = x−14 , and
x
hβ(−1)
5 = x−15 .
Finally |CK(x7)| = |CK(xi)| for all i = 7: thus also x7 is conjugate to its
inverse. ✷
Lemma 2.6. Let u ∈K = F4(3t ) be an element of order 3. Then u is conjugate to
u−1 in K .
Table 3
Unipotent classes in F4(q), q = 3t
Representative x |CK(x)|
x0 = 1 |K|
x1 = x1+2(1) q24(q2 − 1)(q4 − 1)(q6 − 1)
x2 = x1−2(1)x1+2(−1) 2q21(q2 − 1)(q3 − 1)(q4 − 1)
x3 = x1−2(1)x1+2(−η) 2q21(q2 − 1)(q3 + 1)(q4 − 1)
x4 = x2(1)x3+4(1) q20(q2 − 1)2
x5 = x2−3(1)x4(1)x2+3(1) 2q17(q2 − 1)(q3 − 1)
x6 = x2−3(1)x4(1)x2+3(η) 2q17(q2 − 1)(q3 + 1)
x7 = x2(1)x1−2+3+4(1) q14(q2 − 1)(q6 − 1)
x8 = x2−3(1)x4(1)x1−2(1) q16(q2 − 1)
x9 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x3+4(−1) 2q12(q2 − 1)2
x10 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x3+4(−η) 2q12(q4 − 1)
x11 = x2+3(1)x1+2−3−4(1)x1−2+3+4(1) q14(q2 − 1)
x12 = x2−3(1)x4(1)x1−4(1) 2q12(q2 − 1)
x13 = x2−3(1)x4(1)x1−4(η) 2q12(q2 − 1)
x14 = x2−4(1)x3+4(1)x1−2(−1)x1−3(−1) 24q12
x15 = x2−4(1)x3+4(1)x1−2(−η)x1−3(−1) 8q12
x16 = x2−4(1)x2+4(−η)x1−2+3+4(1)x1−3(−1) 4q12
x17 = x2−4(1)x3+4(1)x1−2−3+4(1)x1−2(−η)x1−3(ξ) 4q12
x18 = x2(1)x3+4(1)x1−2+3−4(1)x1−2(−1)x1−3(ζ ) 3q12
x19x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x4(1) q8(q2 − 1)
x20 = x2(1)x3+4(1)x1−2−3−4(1) q8(q2 − 1)
x21 = x2−4(1)x3(1)x2+4(1)x1−2−3+4(1) 2q8
x22 = x2−4(1)x3(1)x2+4(η)x1−2−3+4(1) 2q8
x23 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x4(1)x1−2(1) 2q6
x24 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x4(1)x1−2(η) 2q6
x25 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x4(1)x1−2−3−4(1) 3q4
x26 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x4(1)x1−2−3−4(1)x1−2+3+4(ζ ) 3q4
x27 = x2−3(1)x3−4(1)x4(1)x1−2−3−4(1)x1−2+3+4(−ζ ) 3q4
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Proof. By [19, Table 6] there exist 28 unipotent conjugacy classes of K . All
of them may be found in Table 3. Recall that in an Euclidean four-dimensional
space with orthonormal base ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, all roots of F4 may be written as
{±εi ± εj ,±εi, 12 (±ε1 ± ε2 ± ε3 ± ε4)}. In Table 3 the symbols ±i ± j , ±i ,
and ±1± 2± 3± 4 denote the roots ±εi ± εj , ±εi , and 12 (±ε1 ± ε2 ± ε3 ± ε4),
respectively, η is a fixed nonsquare element of F3t , ξ is a fixed element of F3t
such that x2 + ξx + η is an irreducible polynomial in F3t [x], ζ is a fixed element
of F3t such that x3 − x + ζ is an irreducible polynomial in F3t [x]. By using [19,
Table 7] one may easily verify that |x9| = |x10|> 3, |xi|> 3 for all i  12. Indeed,
by [19, Table 7] we have that elements x9 and x10 are conjugate in F4(F). They
also are conjugate to an element c7 = xr1(1)xr2(1)xr3(1), where the roots r1, r2,
and r3 are fundamental roots in a root system of type A3. But it is evident that
|c7|> 3. In all cases when |xi|> 3, we proceed in a similar way. In the remaining
cases one can see that |CK(xi)| = |CK(xj )| for all i = j . So if |xi | = 3, then
i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,11, and xi is conjugate to its inverse under K . ✷
Lemma 2.7. Let u ∈ K be an element of order 3, where K = E6(3t ) or K =
2E6(32t ). Then u is conjugate to u−1 in K .
Proof. Let G and σ be such that K =Or ′(G). Since the characteristic equals 3,
we have that Z(Gsc)= 1. So we may assume G= Gsc to be universal. Thus G
is simply connected and K = K̂ = Gσ . We assemble the information from [17,
Lemmas 4.2–4.4, and Theorem 4.13] on conjugacy classes of unipotent elements
of G in Table 4. In Table 4 we substitute the root α1p1 + α2p2 + α3p3 + α4p4 +
α5p5 + α6p6, where p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6 form a fundamental system of E6, by
the 6-tuple α1α2α3α4α5α6 of its coefficients.
Note that if n  3, r1, r2, . . . , rn are fundamental roots of root system of
type An, then |xr1(1)xr2(1) · · ·xrn(1)| > 3. By using this fact we obtain that|x4| > 3, |x7| > 3, |x8| > 3, |xi | > 3, with i  10, i = 12,16. Thus we have to
consider only the remaining cases. We have that xhr1 (λ)1 = x−11 , where λ is a square
root of −1 in F. For each x ∈G, denote by Ccl(x) its conjugacy class in G. Since
CG(x1)= CG(x1)0, by [16, Theorem 8.5] we have that for every Frobenius map
σ and for every x ∈ Ccl(x1) ∩Gσ , the elements x and x−1 are conjugate under
Gσ . So if x ∈ Ccl(x1)∩G, then x is conjugate to its inverse.
For the other xi − s such that |xi | = 3, with i = 2, we proceed in the same
way. We are left with x2. By [16, Theorem 8.5] we have that, for every Frobenius
map σ , Ccl(x2) ∩ Gσ consists of two conjugacy classes of K = Gσ . Assume
first that K = E6(3t ). Then, by [17, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4] we have that, if
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Table 4
Unipotent classes in E6(F), char F = 3
Representative x C = CG(x)
|C :C0|
x1 = x10000(1) 1
x2 = x100000(1)x001000(1) 2
x3 = x100000(1)x000100(1) 1
x4 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1) 1
x5 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000010(1) 1
x6 = x100000(1)x000100(1)x000001(1) 1
x7 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x000010(1) 1
x8 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x000001(1) 1
x9 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000010(1)x000001(1) 1
x10 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x010000(1)x000010(1) 1
x11 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x010000(1)x000001(1) 1
x12 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000010(1)x000001(1)x010000(1) 1
x13 = x100000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x000010(1)x000001(1) 1
x14 = x010000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x000010(1) 1
x15 = x010000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x010110(1) 6
x16 = x000001(1)x000010(1)x001000(1)x010000(1) 1
x17 = x010000(1)x001000(1)x000010(1)x101100(1) 1
x18 = x000010(1)x000100(1)x001000(1)x100000(1)x000001(1)x111111(1) 2
x19 = x010000(1)x000100(1)x000010(1)x000001(1)x101000(1)x001110(1) 1
x20 = x100000(1)x010000(1)x001000(1)x000100(1)x000010(1)x000001(1) 3
where η is a nonsquare in F3t . By [17, Lemma 4.2] |CK(y1)| = 2q26(q2 − 1)2 ×
(q3 − 1)2, by [17, Lemma 4.4] |CK(y2)| = 2y26(q4 − 1)(q6 − 1). For i = 1,2,
let CclK(yi) be the conjugacy class of yi in K . Since |CK(y1)| = |CK(y2)| we
have that yi is conjugate to its inverse under K for i = 1,2. So if x ∈ CclK(y1),
or x ∈ CclK(y2), then x is conjugate to its inverse under K . Now assume that
K = 2E6(32t ) and denote E6(32t ) by K1. Then K = (K1)τ for some graph
automorphism τ of K1. There exists a Frobenius map σ such that K1 = Gσ ,
K = Gστ (see [14, (7-2)]). Let Ccl1 and Ccl2 be two conjugacy classes of K1
contained in Ccl(x2) ∩K1. We prove that every x ∈ Ccli , i = 1,2, is conjugate
to x−1 under K1. Since Ccl(x2) ∩ K consists of two conjugacy classes of K ,
we have that Ccl1 ∩K consists of one conjugacy class and Ccl2 ∩K consists of
one conjugacy class. So, every x ∈ Ccli ∩K , i = 1,2 is conjugate to its inverse
under K . ✷
Lemma 2.8. Let K =Or ′(Gσ ), with root system Φ . If K is split, assume that Φ
is one of the following: A	, D	 (	 2), B	 (	 3), E6, E7 or E8. If K is twisted,
assume Φ = D	. Let U be a maximal unipotent subgroup of K and let H be
a Cartan subgroup of K which normalizes U . Then, if r is odd, CU(Ω2(H))= 1,
where Ω2(H)= {h ∈H | h2 = 1}.
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Proof. Consider a σ -stable Borel subgroup B of G with a σ -stable maximal
torus 〈hα(µ) | α ∈Φ,µ ∈ F∗〉 and the unipotent radical 〈xα(ζ ) | α ∈Φ+, ζ ∈ F〉.
We may assume that U and H are the intersections with K of the groups
〈xα(ζ ) | α ∈ Φ+, ζ ∈ F〉 and 〈hα(µ) | α ∈ Φ,µ ∈ F∗〉. By contradiction, let
x =∏α∈Φ+ xα(ζα) be a nontrivial element of CU(Ω2(H)) and let α ∈ Φ+ be
such that xα(ζα) = 1. It is easy to check that, under our assumptions, there is a
root β ∈Φ such that 2(β,α)/(β,β)=Aβ,α =±1.
In virtue of the formula xα(ζα)hβ(µ) = xα(µAβ,α ζα) we obtain that
xα(ζα)
hβ(−1) = xα(−ζα).
Hence xhβ(−1) = x , by the unique decomposition of x into the product∏
α∈Φ+ xα(ζα). Clearly (hβ(−1))2 = 1.
If K is split we have immediately a contradiction, since hβ(−1) ∈ H and
so hβ(−1) ∈ Ω2(H). Now assume that K is twisted, and write σ = gf , where
g is the graph automorphism of G induced by a symmetry ρ of the Dynkin
diagram of Φ and f is a field automorphism. By [3, Lemma 13.7.1], we have
σ(hβ(µ))= hρ(β)(f (µ)).
If K is of type 2D	, we may suppose that β satisfies the further condition
ρ(β) = β . Thus σ(hβ(−1)) = hβ(−1) gives hβ(−1) ∈ Ω2(H), again a contra-
diction. Finally assume that K is of type 3D4 and that ρ(β) = β for all β such
that Aβ,α =±1. Setting {β,β,β} for the ρ orbit of β , we have |Aβ,α| = |Aβ,α| =
|A
β,α
| = 1. We conclude that h= hβ(−1)hβ(−1)hβ(−1) ∈Ω2(H), and xh = x ,
a final contradiction. ✷
Lemma 2.9. In the notations of Lemma 2.8, with r odd, let M be a Carter
subgroup of K such that |M| = 2arb. Then a > 0. Moreover, up to conjugation,
Or(M) CU(Ω2(H)). In particular, under the assumptions of Lemma 2.8, M is
a 2-group.
Proof. The condition a = 0 would imply M = U . But U is normalized by H
which is nontrivial as r is odd and K is simple. Thus a > 0. Now, assume
b > 0. Then M is contained in a proper parabolic subgroup P of K and
Or(M)Or(P ). Since P = LOr(P ), whereL is a Levi factor of P , we have that
MOr(P )/Or(P )∼=O2(M) is a Carter subgroup of P/Or(P )∼= L. Thus O2(M)
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. But L contains H , therefore we may assume that
Ω2(H)M . It follows that Or(M) CU(Ω2(H)). ✷
Lemma 2.10. Let K be a non-abelian simple group not of Lie type. Then every
element z of odd order is conjugate to some zk = z.
Proof. By CFSG, K is either alternating or sporadic. Our claim can be checked
directly in first case, and using the description of the conjugacy classes given in
[7] in the second case. ✷
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3. Proof of the results
In this section A denotes a group of minimal order which contains nonconju-
gate Carter subgroups. It follows from [2] that A has no nontrivial normal sol-
uble subgroup. Moreover, by [9], there exists a finite simple group K such that
K AAut(K) and A/K is nilpotent. If K is of Lie type, we denote by K̂ the
inner-diagonal automorphism group of K , and by Field(K) the group generated
by K̂ and the field automorphisms. If K is not of Lie type, we set K̂ =K .
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a Carter subgroup of A, with center ZM , and let 1 = z ∈
ZM .
(a) Every subgroup Y which contains M is self-normalizing in A.
(b) No conjugate of z in A, except z, lies in ZM .
(c) If M is a Carter subgroup of A, nonconjugate to M , then z is not conjugate
to any element in the center of M .
In particular the centralizer CA(z) is self-normalizing in A, and z is not
conjugate to any power zk = z.
Proof. (a) Let x ∈A be such that Y x = Y . Then M and Mx are Carter subgroups
of Y . If Y <A, by the minimality of A there exists y ∈ Y such that Mx =My . It
follows xy−1 ∈M  Y , i.e. x ∈ Y .
(b) Assume zx−1 ∈ ZM for some x ∈ A. Then z belongs to the center of
〈M,Mx〉. It follows 〈M,Mx〉 < A, hence Mx = My for some y ∈ 〈M,Mx〉.
From xy−1 ∈M , we get zxy−1 = z hence zx = zy = z. We conclude zx−1 = z.
(c) If our claim is false, substituting M with some conjugateMx (if necessary),
we may assume z ∈ ZM ∩ ZM , i.e. z ∈ Z(〈M,M〉). But this contradicts the fact
that A has trivial center. As a matter of fact, by the minimality of A, we have
〈M,M〉 = A. ✷
Lemma 3.2. Assume that, for every element z ∈ K̂ of odd prime order, z is
conjugate to some zk = z in K . Then A is not a group of minimal order which
contains nonconjugate Carter subgroups, provided that one of the following
conditions hold:
(i) |A : K̂ ∩A| is a 2-power;
(ii) |K̂ : (K̂ ∩A)| 2 and moreover, if K is of type D4, then |(Field(K) ∩A) :
(K̂ ∩A)|2′ > 1;
(iii) for every odd prime p and every Sylow p-subgroup P of A, either P ∩K is
not complemented in P or all its complements in P are conjugate under A.
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Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, thatA contains nonconjugate Carter subgroups
M and M . Clearly they are not both 2-groups, hence we may assume that M is
not a 2-group.
(i) Denote by PM a Sylow p-subgroup of M , where p is an odd prime which
divides |M|. Under our assumptions, PM  A ∩ K̂ and every element z of order
p in the center of PM is conjugate to some zk = z in K . A contradiction by the
previous Lemma.
(ii) Assume that (i) does not hold. In particular K is of Lie type since, if K is
an alternating or a sporadic group, then Out(K) is a 2-group. By what observed
at the beginning of this section, we have A = KM = KM . Hence, a fortiori,
A = (K̂ ∩ A)M = (K̂ ∩ A)M and A/(K̂ ∩ A) M/(K̂ ∩M) M/(K̂ ∩M).
Let p be an odd prime which divides |A/(K̂ ∩ A)| and denote by PM,PM the
Sylow p-subgroups of M,M , respectively. Assume PM ∩ K̂ = 1: then the normal
subgroup PM ∩ K̂ of PM intersects nontrivially the centre of PM , a contradiction
with respect to point (b) of the previous lemma. It follows PM ∩ K̂ = 1 and, by
the same reason, PM ∩ K̂ = 1. Thus K̂PM = K̂PM and PM  PM . It follows
that, for every x of order p in the centre of PM , there exists x in the centre of
PM such that |x| = |x| and xK̂ = xK̂ . Define by Ccl(x) the conjugacy class of x
in 〈x〉 K̂ . Since |K̂ : (K̂ ∩ A)| 2, it follows that the elements of Ccl(x) ∩ A
belong to at most two conjugacy classes of A. Denote them by Ccl1 and Ccl2. By
[14, (7-2)], x−1 ∈ Ccl(x) and x ∈ Ccl(x). Thus, two elements of {x, x−1, x} are
contained either in Ccl1 or in Ccl2. A contradiction with Lemma 3.1.
(iii) Assume that we are not in case (i) and let PM,PM be as in (ii), where p
divides |A/K|. Up to conjugation we may assume that PM and PM are contained
in the same Sylow p-subgroup P of A. From P  KPM = KPM it follows
P = (P ∩K)PM = (P ∩K)PM . Thus PM and PM are complements of P ∩K
in P . By assumption they are conjugate in A, a contradiction. ✷
Theorem 3.3. Let K have root system D2	+1, i.e. K = PΩ±2(2	+1)(rt ), and
assume 	  2. Then K is not a minimal group which contains nonconjugate
Carter subgroups.
Proof. Assume that our claim is false. Then K contains a Carter subgroup M
which is not a 2-group. Let s ∈ Z(M) have odd prime order p. We may assume
that s is semisimple unless, possibly, when r = 2 and |M| = 2arb. But this is
impossible by Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9. So s is semisimple and, from M  CK(s),
it follows that CK(s) is self-normalizing in K (cf. Lemma 3.1). Now let G =
Gsc =Ω2(2	+1)(F) and let σ be such that Gσ =Ω±2(2	+1)(rt ). Moreover set M0
for the preimage of M in Gσ . Clearly M0 is a Carter subgroup of Gσ and we
may identify s with its preimage in Gσ as the center of Gσ has order 2 or 4. G is
simply connected: thus C = CG(s) is a connected reductive subgroup of maximal
rank of G. Moreover C is a proper subgroup of G, as s /∈ Z(G). By Lemma 2.3
the group NW(WC)/WC is isomorphic to NG(C)/C. Using the description of
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NW(WC)/WC given in [4, Proposition 10] and Lemma 2.3, we conclude that
NK(CK(s))/CK(s) is trivial only when W⊥C and AutW(∆C) are both trivial. By
the assumption 	  2, this happens precisely when m1 = 0 and m2	+1 = 1 (in
the notations of [4]). In this case C = A2	(F) ∗ S, where S is a one-dimensional
torus. Recalling that G contains just one conjugacy class of connected, reductive
















By known results of Steinberg and Lang, we may assume that either Cσ =
ϕ(GL2	+1(rt )) or Cσ = ϕ(GU2	+1(r2t )). Since M0 is a Carter subgroup of Cσ
and 	 2, by [11,12] M0 is the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup P of Cσ , and
either rt = 2 and Cσ  GL2	+1(rt ), or r is odd. From s ∈ Z(Cσ ), it follows
that p = |s| divides rt − 1 if Cσ  GL2	+1(rt ), and that p divides rt + 1 if
Cσ  GU2	+1(r2t ). In particular r is odd. By the structure of Sylow 2-normalizers
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where γ has order p. As y is in the center of L, it is also in the center of M0. Thus






From C  GL2	+1(F), we have that CC(y) is a connected, reductive, σ -stable
subgroup of maximal rank of G. Thus, by the above mentioned result of Carter,
(CC(y))σ is self-normalizing in Gσ only if CC(y) is conjugate to C. But
dim(CC(y)) < dim(C), since y is not in the center of C. Thus (CC(y))σ is not
selfnormaling in Gσ . From Z(G) CC(y) it follows that (CC(y))σ /(Z(G))σ is
not self-normalizing in Gσ/(Z(G))σ = K . Thus we obtain a contradiction with
Lemma 3.1, since M is contained in (CC(y))σ /(Z(G))σ . ✷
Theorem 3.4. Let K = E6(rt ) or 2E6(r2t ). Then K is not a minimal counterex-
ample subject to containing nonconjugate Carter subgroups.
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Proof. Assume that our claim is false. Then, by point (c) of Lemma 3.1,K admits
a Carter subgroups M which does not contain any Sylow 2-subgroup of K .
In particular M is not a 2-group. Let s ∈ Z(M) have odd prime order p. By
Lemmas 2.4, 2.7, and 3.1, r does not divide |M|. Hence s is semisimple and M is
contained in CK(s) which, in virtue of Lemma 3.1, is self-normalizing. If |s| = 3,
then, by Lemma 2.1, it follows that CG(s) is connected. If |s| = 3, then from
[1, Iwahori lecture, Proposition 5], it follows that |C : C0| divides ∆= 3. Direct
calculations by using [17] show that CK(s) is not self-normalizing if |s| = 3.
Therefore we may assume that |s| = 3 and that CG(s) is connected. Thus, by
Lemma 2.3, C = CG(s) is self-normalizing as well. So, by [17], we obtain that
C is self-normalizing if and only if C = A4(F) ∗ A1(F) ∗ S, or C =D5(F) ∗ S,
where S is a one-dimensional torus of G.
If C = A4(F) ∗A1(F) ∗ S, then, like in proof of Theorem 3.3, we may find an
element y ∈ Z(M) such that |y| = p and CG(〈s〉 × 〈y〉) is not self-normalizing.
A contradiction with Lemma 3.1.
So, assume that C =D5(F) ∗ S. Then CK(s) = C ∩K = HL, where H is a
Cartan subgroup of K and L = Or ′(CK(s)) is either D5(rt ) or 2D5(r2t ). Since







Denoting by P a Sylow 2-subgroup of CK(s), we claim that NCK(s)(P ) =
PZ(CK(s)). Indeed, let x be an element of NCK(s)(P ). From H = O2(H) ×
O2′(H) andCK(s)=HL, we can write x = h1zl with h1 ∈O2(H), z ∈O2′(H)∩
Z(CK(s)), l ∈L. We may clearly assume O2(H) P : thus l ∈NCK(s)(P ). From
L normal in CK(s), it follows l ∈ NL(P ∩ L). By [12], NL(P ∩ L) = P ∩ L,
so l ∈ P . We conclude that NCK(s)(P ) = PZ(CK(s)) is nilpotent, hence a
Carter subgroup of CK(s). Since CK(s) < K , all Carter subgroups in CK(s) are
conjugate. Therefore, up to conjugation,M =NCK(s)(P ). In virtue of the formula
|(C)σ | = |Mσ | · |(Z(C)0)σ |, where Mσ = L in our notation (cf. [4]), we have that
|K :CK(s)| is odd, so P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K . A contradiction. ✷
Our results are summarized in the following:
Theorem 3.5. An almost simple group A, with socle K , is not a group of minimal
order, with respect to containing nonconjugate Carter subgroups, in all these
cases:
(1) K is alternating, or sporadic, or one of the groups: A1(rt ), B	(rt ), C	(rt )
with t even if r = 3; 2B2(22n+1), G2(rt ), F4(rt ), 2F4(22n+1); E7(rt ), with
r = 3; E8(rt ), with r = 3,5;
(2) |A : K̂ ∩ A| is a 2-power or |K̂ : (K̂ ∩ A)|  2 and K is one of the
groups: D2	(rt ), 3D4(r3t ), 2D2	(r2t ), with t even if r = 3 and moreover, if
K =D4(rt ), |(Field(K)∩A) : (K̂ ∩A)|2′ > 1;
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(3) A=K is one of the groups: B	(3t ), C	(3t ), D2	(3t ), 2D2	(32t ), D2	+1(rt ),
2D2	+1(r2t ), 3D4(33t ), 2G2(32n+1), E6(rt ), 2E6(r2t ), E7(3t ), E8(3t ),
E8(5t );
(4) A	(rt )A Â	(rt ) or A= ̂2A	(r2t ).
In particular no simple group, except possibly some unitary group, can be a
minimal counterexample to the conjecture of conjugacy of Carter subgroups.
Proof. (1) and (2). We claim that every element z ∈ K̂ of prime odd order is
conjugate, under K , to some power zk = z. When K is alternating or sporadic,
this is true by Lemma 2.10, and when K is of Lie type and z is semisimple,
this is true by Lemma 2.2. On the other hand, when z is unipotent (hence r is
odd), our claim follows from Lemmas 2.5, 2.6 if K = G2(3t ), F4(3t ) and from
Lemma 2.4 in the remaining cases. Thus we are done by Lemma 3.2, since for all
groups under consideration we have either that |K̂ :K| 2 or that |A :A∩ K̂| is
a 2-power (see [7], for example).
(3) Our claim follows from the results in [12] when K = B2(3t )  C2(3t )
or K = C	(3t ), and from Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 when K is one of the groups
D2	+1(rt ), 2D2	+1(r2t ), E6(rt ) or 2E6(r2t ). So assume that we are in the
remainig cases. Every semisimple element z ∈ K̂ of prime odd order is conjugate
to some zk = z by Lemma 2.2. Thus, in characteristic 2, a Carter subgroup M of
K can only be a Sylow 2-subgroup and, in odd characteristic, M can only have
order 2arb. If K = 2G2(32n+1), then the assumptions of Lemma 2.8 are satisfied
and, by using Lemma 2.9, we conclude that M is again a 2-group. Now assume
K = 2G2(32n+1) and let z be a unipotent element of order 3 in the centre ofM . By
[21, Chapter III], there is an element y = z in K such that y and z are conjugate in
K and CK(y)= CK(z). From y = zx , say, we have (CK(z))x = CK(y)= CK(z),
hence x ∈ CK(z) by Lemma 3.1(b). Thus y = z, a contradiction. We conclude
that M is a 2-group also in this case.
(4) Our claim follows from [11,12]. ✷
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